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Results are presented of theoretical investigations of a thermal converter model 
in a nonstationary operating mode. 

The measurement and study of single and'rarely duplicated impulses are one of the urgent 
problems in science and engineeringin recent times. Impulsive methods and schemes are uti- 
lized extensively inradar, telemetry, measuring and radiometer apparatus, in radio and elec- 
trical communications apparatus, in digital computers, automatic control and regulation units. 
Investigations in the area of semiconductor physics, electromagnetic fields of storms and 
static discharges, as well as of nuclear, seismic, ballistic , a number of biological, and con- 
tact electrical welding prQcesses are quite frequently accompanied by single signals in prac- 
tice. The extensive domain of utilization of single signals specifies the broad dynamic : 
range of their representative electrical quantities. The voltage range of single pulses en- 
countered in measurement practice isbetween units of microvolts and hundreds of kilovolts, 
and the range of durations between fractions of a nanosecond and several seconds [1-2]. 

Sensors of a thermoelectrical system, thermal converters of contactless vacuum units 
of the type TVB-I-9 [3], are used to record the integral parameters of single current pulses. 
However, the low sensitivity, small ioverload capacity, high value of threshold sensitivity, 
large geometric dimensions of the mentioned thermal converters do not permit the solution of 
a number of important problems on the investigation of pulse processes. Existing integrator 
structures using metal thermocouples [4] are also barely suitable to measure single current 
pulses with high accuracy. Consequently, the investigation of the possibilities of produc- 
ing thermoelectric integrating converters corresponding to modern requirements is urgent. 

To clarify the characteristic properties and regularities, interconnection of the funda- 
mental parameters and characteristicswith the structure elements, we consider thermal proces- 
ses proceeding inan integrating semiconductor converter (ISC) whose physical model is dis- 
played in Fig. i. 

The ISC model is a spherical calorimetric body 1 at whose center is a point heater 2. 
The calorimetric body has contact with a thermal cell 3 whose cold junction is thermostated 
at the temperature of the environment (the housing 4). In contrast to known thermal con- 
verter models [5], the model under consideration contains a characteristic integration ele- 
ment, a cal0rimetric body. The heat liberated by the heater is absorbed completely by the 
calorimetric body. 

The temperature regime of the calorimetric body is described by the heat conduction 
equation 
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Fig. i. 
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Physical model of an integrating semiconductor 
thermalconverter. 
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Fig. 2. Volt-joule characteristic with a silver calori- 
metric body of different dimensions for to = 10 -7 sec: i) 
a = 0.5"10 -4 m, 2) 0.62.10 -4 m, 3) 0.78.10 -4 m, 4) 0.92. 

10 -4 m, 5) 1.3-i0-4 m, 6) 1.75.10 -4 m. E, mV; Q, p J. 

Under the assumption that the temperature of all points of the surface calorimetric body 
is identical and that the thermal flux through the thermal element is quasistationary and 
taking account of convective and ~adiation losses throughthe thermal element to the environ- 
ment and the heat elimination through the thermal element (losses to the environment from 
the side surface of the thermal element are neglected), the initial and boundary conditions 

will havethe form 

T (r, t)f=o = To, T (r, t)~=o ~ oo, 

OT 
• - ~ r  + Y (T -- To) + 4sooT 3 (T -- To) + -- ST zT (T--To)] ----0. 

4~a z tT Jr=o 

(2) 

In general form the solution of the system (1)-(2) is 

O(r, t )= copW~ ~ 2~'=1 A~----a-a sin ( ~ r )  (f(t)exp [ - F ~ T ~  r a ~ V2n(t--'~)] d t ' g m a  2 (3) 

where 

O=T--To ;  A~=(--1)  ~+x 
2 B i V  t * ] + ( B i - - 1 )  2 . 

V~ + Bi z -- Bi ' 

~n are roots of the characteristic equation 

tg ~ ---- ~ - - ~  ; 
1 --Bi 

i/g m = </(cop) is the thermal diffusivity of the calorimetric body material, Bi = aa m is the 

Blot criterion [6], 

ar,~ = --~ ? + 4e%T~ + 4.ua2l------~. . 

As the heat liberation intensity changes at the heater by the exponential law W = 
Wpe-t/To the solution of the system (I)-(2) for a single pulse is given by the expression 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the volt-joule sensitivity of an ISC with 
a calorimetric body from different materials and sizes for Q = 
i00 ~J: i.l) Bi, a = 0.75"10 -4 m; 1.2) Li, a = 1.5.10 -4 m; 1.3) 
Fe, a = 0.55"10 -4 m; 1.4) Cu, a ,= 0.61.i0-4 m, 1.5)Ag, a = 0.62. 

10 -4 m; 2.1') Bi, a = 0.84,10 -~ m; 2.2) Li, a = 1.75.10 -4 m, 2.3) 
Ag, a = 0.78.10 -4 m; 2.4) Cu, a = 0.7,10-4m; 2.5)Fe, a=0.68"10 -4 

m; 3.1) Bi, a = 1-10 -4 m, 3.2) Li, a = 2.12.10 -4 m, 3.3) Fe, a = 
0.78.10 -4 m; 3.4) Cu, a = 0.82.10 -4 m; 3.5) Ag, a = 0.92.10 -4 m; 
4.1) Bi, a = 1.56,10 -4 m; 4.2) Li, a = 3.10 -4 m; 4.3) Fe, a = 
1-10 -4 m; 4.4) Cu, a = 1.12-10 -4 m, 4.5) Ag, a = 1.30.10 -4 m. SQ, 

V.J -l . 

2 
t ~n 
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Upon conservation of the ballistic mode (To << To.6~) the magnitude of the heat libera- 
tion in the calorimetric body is proportional to the maximal value of the temperature on its 
surface [7], while the thermal emf is in conformity with the Zeebeck law 

Ema~ = =Qma~. (5) 

It follows:from an analysis of (5) that the properties of the model depend not only on 
the heat transmission, heattransfer, radiation, geometric size conditions of the thermal 
element but also on the thermophysical properties of the calorimetric body material; con- 
sequently, Ema x :is computed for different materials (aluminum, bismuth, iron, copper, silver) 
whose radius changes within the limits (0.5-10).10 -4 m by using an electronic computer. The 
models were investigated in xenon, air, and a vacuum. A thermoelectric material based on the 
ternary compounds Bi2Te3 that possesses elevated resistance to thermal cycling and has high 
values of thermoelectric quality was used as thermocouple material. Selection of the 
materials and sizes of the calorimetric body and the thermal element was realized by start- 
ing from considerations of clarifying the characteristic properties of the model and the 
possibility of performing an experimental verification of them on real models. 

Investigations of the model properties showed that the dependence of the thermal ele- 
ment on the energy is linear in a broad energy band for anidentical duration of the acting 
pulse while the slope of the dependence E = f(Q) diminishes as the size of the calorimetric 
body increases (Fig. 2). The form of the dependence for other materials is analogous. 

As is seen from Fig. 3, an increase in the duration To results in diminution of the 
volt-joule (henceforth sensitivity) sensitivity)SQ = Emax/Q. An especially sharp diminution 
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in the sensitivity occurs for To > To.63. Such a change in SQ can be explained by the fact 
that a deviation from the ballistic mode occurs in this duration interval [7]. 

The range of durations in which the ballistic mode is conserved for identical calori- 
metric body dimensions can be expanded by logically selecting the material of the calori- 
metric body. 

As follows from Figs, 2 and 3, the sensitivity ofsemiconductor ISC considerably exceeds 
the sensitivity of existing integrators (0.3-0.5 V/J) [4]. However, the relative deviation 
of the sensitivity from the maximum value in the range of durations 6 is an important para- 
meter for an unknown duration of the acting pulse. The value of 6 diminishes as the size of 
the calorimetric body increases, but SQ diminishes here. 

For serially manufactured tkermal converters of the TVB 1-9 type SQ = 0.005-6.6 V/J and 
= 10"50% depending on the kind of TVB [3, 8]. For a ISC with a silver calorimetric body 

of radius 0.92-10 -.4 m these quantities are 25 V/J and 24%, respectively; the geometric sizes 
of the ISC are here considerably smaller (not more than 4 • 4 • 4 mm). 

The solution of the heat conduction equation for the ISC model permitted investigation 
of its dynamic properties in a nonstationary operating mode. Optimization of the ISC struc- 
ture on the basis of the data obtained for the geometric dimensions and materials of the 
calorimetric body and the thermal element permits creation of a highly sensitive ISC 
structure, depending on the demands proposed, thatwould permit measuring the integral para- 
meters in different energy and duration ranges with high accuracy and a low threshold sen- 
sitivity. The high ISC sensitivity, its small geometric dimensions, the rectilinearity of 
the dependence S = f(To), and the linearity of the volt/joule characteristic indicate the 
possibility of broad practical application of semiconductor ISC. 

Theoretical computations of the ISC model are confirmed satisfactorily by experimental 
results. 

NOTATION 

co and p, specific heat and density of the calorimetric body material, respectively; 
T, temperature; t, time; K and KT, specific heat conduction of the calorimetric body and 
thermal element materials, respectively; r, distance between the center of the calorimetric 
body and an arbitrary point; W, power; To, temperature of the environment; y, heat-transfer 
coefficient; s, coefficient of incompleteness of the radiation~ ~o, Stefan--Boltzmann con- 
stant; a, radius of the calorimetric body; ST, transverse section area of the thermal ele- 
ment; l T length of the thermal element; @, temperature difference; To, duration of an ex- 
ponential pulse at the 0.37 level of its amplitude value; To.63, ISC time constant; E, 
thermal emf; Emax, amplitude value of the thermal emf; ~, thermal emf coefficient; Qmax, 
difference between the maximal temperature on the calorimetric body surface and the environ- 
ment temperature; Tmax, maximal temperature on the calorimetric body surface; Q, energy; 
SQ, volt-joule sensitivity; 6, relative deviation of the sensitivity from the maximal value 
in the duration range. 
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